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Hot carrier reliability
in submicron NMOSFET at 77K is investigated. A
called Hot Carrier Deg'radation Maskiag is studied in detail, in which the
hot carrier deg:radation of draio current due to DC stress decreases rapidly with
increasing the measurinS: drain voltag:e. This is observed in single drain and l,DD
NMOSFETs operated at room and lieuid nitroS:en temperatu!€s, and is prominent in the
forward mode at 77K- The drain current degradation evaluated at the drain voltaS:e
VDIIS) 2Y at ??K is smaller than the degradation at room temperature. A oew model
based on velocity saturation of electrons explains well the decrease ia AID/IDO.
Based on this model, the naximum supply voltage for the deep subrnicron scaled MOSFET
is predicted, which shows T'lK operation can tolerate even higher supply voltage than
SOOK operation beLow LeJf -O. 6rrm.
phenomenon

The n-channef MOSFETs measured

are fabricated
using: double well CMOS technology. They have a
g:ate oxide thickness of 25nn and atp junct ion
depth of 0.25pm. Two kinds of these MOSFETs
are fabricated, one with a conventional single
drain and the other with a lightly doped draia
(IrDD). Moreover, the IrDD is formed by either
phosphorus or arsenio implantation with aa ndose of 1xlo 18cm-2 at bOKeV and 8OKeV,
respect ively.
These devices were immersed
in l iquid
nitrog:en and stressed for SOOO seconds with
constant drain voltage Vo", and constant gate
voltage V o"r. The electrical characterist ics
were also measured at 77K before and after
stress, with a drain voltag:e V
and a g:ate
^"
vo I tage V
In add it ion ident ioal devices
^".
fabricated on the same wafer were also stressed
at room temperaturo , and measured at room and
tiquid nitrog:en temperatures before and after
stress. Considering: the asymmetry in the device
between source and drain produced by the stress,
the measurement was oonduoted in the forward and
reverse mode.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lrow temperature operat ion of

many

t)21,

MOS-VLSI has

as

high
t rans conduc t ance,
s f,eeP
subthresho Id
characterist ics,
and low wiringl resistance.
These can realize bipolar level speed and IJLSI
level integration at the same time. Several
authors 3)4), on the other hand, have indioated
disadvantages, namely, the enhanced hot carrier
g:eneration and the drain current deg:radation.
advantages

such

et al.5) have pointed out that the
degradation decreases as the measuring: drain
voltag:e increases in the sing:le drain device.
However, the dependence of this degradat ion on
the drain voltag:e, drain structures and stress
conditions has not been fully investigated.
This paper investigates this decrease of the
degi'radation in detail , which we call hot carrier
degradat ion masking. This masking: effect is
important because it may relieve the hot-carrier
innunity problem that is crucial in subrnicron
MOS-VLSIs. Experimental observations in room
and Iiguid nitrog:en temperatures, a model using
velocity saturation of electrons, and tbe impact
of masking: on the maximum supply voltag:es for
deep submicron MOS-ULSIS are also described.
Von Bruns

3.

RESIIJTS AI{D AI.IAIJYSIS

rate AID/IN measured in the
forward mode is shown in Fig. 1. The stress gate
The deg:radation

2. F/YPERIMENTS
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was set to that which maximizes the
substrate current. The rate .4I D/ I Do decreases
with increase in the measuring: drain voltaS:e
V^" , for both the single drain and LDD devices
at room and liquid nitrog:en ternperatures. Note
that the rate decreases rapidly for the device
measured at 77K' reg:ardless of the stress
temperature. Therefore, the degradation rate at
a measuring drain voltage larg:er than 1. 2V for
sing:te drain and 2V for LDD is smaller at 77K
than the rate at room temperature.
fn the reverse mode, the degradation rate
also decreases with increase in the measuring:
drain voltae:e as shown in Fig. 2; however the
decrease is smaller than that in the forward
vol tag:e

mode.

of AI D/I N is also observed for
the arsenic-implanted IJDD device as shown in
Fig.3(a). fn addition, the decrease is ag:ain
observed when the stress is imposed under the
cond i t ion that the gate vo I tag:e equal s the
stress drain voltage as shown in Fig. 3(b).
As described above, the degradation-decrease
is observed universally for all the devices we
measured. The decrease is pronounced in the
deviee operated at liquid nitrog:en temperature
in the forward mode.
In a previous paper 5), the authors attribute
AI D/I m
the
decrease of
to
the
electron-trapping:-induced barrier and its
lowerinS: due to drain voltag:e. However, this
model does not explain why the AI D/I N at 77K
in high drain voltaS:e re8:ion is smaller than
that at room temperature.
A new model including velocity saturation of
electrons is giiven here. In this model, the
de8:radation of drain current is the result of
additional coulomb scattering centers produced
in the vicinity of the drain , which results in
less local mobility of electrons. Although the
low-f ield mobil ity is lowered by the ,centers,
the saturation velocity u" is assumed unchanged
6) as follows:
The decrease

pnE

u----ir
, .QoE

(

bef

ore stress )
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(

after stress ) (2)

u"

where u is

the electron velocity, po and
p(g) is the low-fieId mobitity before and after
stress, respect iveIy, and g denotes the
Iocat ion in the channel. E and E( g ) is the
electric
parallel
field
to the Si -SiO 2
interface before and after stress , respectively.
Employing the g:radual channel approximat ion ?),
the drain current before and after stress can be
obtained. Final ly, the degradat ion rate is
expressed analyt ical ly as fol lows:
AIn
AI^l
t
ro/
Tt
t oo
t oo
lv^rro
--- t +fu.
o"L"fi
is the ef f ect ive channel lengttr.
"ff
The calculated results using Eq. (B) are compared
with the measured values in Fig. +. Ag:reement is
g:ood for the device having: the channel tength of
O.85 Pm, In our picture, electrons flowing at
the saturation velocity are insensitive to the
hot-carrier-induced scattering: centers at the
drain edge, which causes small change in Io-Vo
curve in the forward mode. In this sense, we
caI 1 this effect ' degradat ion maskinSi,. The
masking: is pronounced at 77K because electron
velocity is strongly saturated. Note that the
shorter the channel length is,
the more
prominent the decrease of AID/IDo. AID/IDo in
high Z*, re8:lon d irect ly af f ects the actual
CMOS circuits
speed than that in low V^"
reg:ion. Therefore, in estimating: precisely the
hot-carrier immunity of a submicron device and
circuit, the maskinSl must be included.
where

4.

L

ESTIMATION OF I4A)(IMLJM SUppIJy VOIJTAGE

Precise prediction of maximum supply voltage
for submicron MOSFETs are beeoming: important,
because supply voltage is the key parameter for
scal ing MOSFETs. In this case, the maximum
supply voltag:e is defined as the maximum drain
voltag:e that can be applied to a MOSFET for ten
years without ten percent drain current
degradation. Takeda et al.8) proposed a formula
that predicts the maximum supply voltage that is

( 1)

U,

determined by
356

the

hot-carrier

immuaity.

However, this formula neg:lects the decrease of
AI D/ I N with drain vol ta8:e dessribed above. We
propose an improved formula includ ing: the
masking: effect as follows:
v

ccil,of

B o+ B

r,/ L

rtr+ ( L /

that an e lectron flowing at the saturat ion
velocity is insensitive to hot-carrier-induced
scattering: centers. fn addit ion, maskiogl' ef f ect
was found to enhance the maximum supply voltage.
Therefore, the rnasking effect must be considered
in precise rel iabil ity design for submicron

(4)

a. ) InT

where & is a parameter that represents the
dependence of AID/Im on stress drain voltage,
and the last term in the denominator is the new
term representing: the masking effect.
By using
this equation, maximum supply voltag:e is
calculated.
The parameters Bo and T are

MOSFETS.
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determined by the stress experiment shown above,
and Br (- c ,/ I ) is determined by the measured

of substrate current on the L rff aad
V
o", as shown in Fig. 5. The calculated results
are shown in Fig:.6. The maximum supply voltage
including the masking: effect is higher than the
voltaS:e without it.
especially in the l,DD
device. fa add it ion, the dependence of V
""*r,
on the channel length is small at 77K because of
an enhanced nasking: effect.
Therefore, the
devices having a channel length smaller than
O.6frn have a hig:her V""-r, at ,lTK tban, at 3OOK
This is advantageous for scal in8: down the device
into the deep submicron reg:ion at 777<
dependence
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